2nd Edition at NED Training Centre

Terms&Conditions
Introduction
Studying abroad is a fascinating experience. It forces you to be more independent and challenges
you in many different ways. It is, indeed, life changing. And the best part of an exchange in Ireland
is that you can extend your goals, challenges and daily growth by renewing your English course.
Therefore, NED Training Centre team is launching the second edition of our photo contest
“Behind the Picture”, a contest that gives you the opportunity to renew your course with
us. It is a great opportunity for those who want extend their experience in Ireland to get to know
more about the country, go deep into Irish culture and also discover other European countries.

About the Campaign
Goal

This condition is intended to regulate the contest called "Behind the Picture" through NED
Training Centre at 40 Dominick Street Lower, Dublin 1, Co. Dublin, Republic of Ireland.

Requirements to participate

Upon accepting the terms and conditions below, all individuals who meet the following
requirements may participate in the contest. You must:
• Be living in Ireland;
• Have sent your picture and text on or before 23rd of February 2020;
• Follow NED Training Centre on Instagram: @nedtrainingcentre.
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Disqualification of participants

The Photo Contest "Behind the Picture" welcomes entries from anyone who meets the
requirements with the same chance of winning. For this reason, abuse or fraudulent use of
content, as well as non-compliance with the contest requirements will be grounds for automatic
disqualiﬁcation, as well as granting us the right to deny the prize obtained in any case.

The contest

From the 10th to the 23rd of February we invite you to send a picture that was important during
your life in Ireland along with a short text of 300 words maximum telling us about your experience
in Ireland until now.

Step 1
Entrants must follow us on our social network Instagram @nedtrainingcentre, otherwise
they will be disqualiﬁed.

Step 2
Send a picture that was important during your life in Ireland along with a short text of 300
words maximum explaining why that moment in Ireland meant so much to you. The subject is
free; you can talk about your challenges, achievements and goals for the future using your own
creativity and style, but it has to be related to your experience in Ireland and you must appear in
the picture.

All the participants should send their pictures and essay via this form: t.ly/yMxm5

Selection of Competitors
NED Training Centre will review the pictures and descriptions sent by participants and select the
best FIVE (5), and they will be published in our Instagram proﬁle @nedtrainingcentre on the
24th of February. Their authors would have to work on their promoting to gather “likes” until the
1st of March.

The winners

The three pictures which get the most likes will win the contest. The winners will be announced
on the 2nd of March and will be invited to come to NED Training Centre to receive their prizes.
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Prizes

The three best photos and descriptions
will be awarded as follows:

The first place will earn a 50% discount on
a 25-weeks-English course renewal with
our school and a Fujifilm Instax™ Mini Camera
The second place will earn a 25% discount on
a 25-weeks-English course renewal with our school
and two tickets for Celtic Night Experience at Arlington Hotel
The third place earns a 15% discount on
a 25-weeks-English course renewal and
a trip to The Cliffs of Moher or The Giant's Causeway

*the prizes are exclusive and only applicable for the winners.
Thus, they cannot be transferred to another student.
In any event and as expressly stated in these Terms and Conditions, NED Training Centre
reserves the right to modify the duration of the contest. Any modiﬁcations will be posted on
our Instagram @nedtrainingcentre.

Intellectual Property
Entrants must ensure that they are the authors of the content submitted to the contest and if they
are not the owners, have the rights of use guaranteed and necessary to use them.

Personal details

In accordance with data protection regulations, NED Training Centre conﬁrms that it only deals
with personal data due to its participation in the contest. Please also be advised that with respect
to personal data collected for processing, you have the right to exercise rectiﬁcation, deletion and
access portability rights.
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Responsibility - NED Training Centre

NED Training Centre is not liable for any promotion related liability that is not its sole
responsibility and in particular in the event of possible failure of third party websites or
communication systems or errors in personal data provided by participants themselves
preventing correct identiﬁcation.

Conditions

NED Training Centre reserves the right to cancel, extend, cut or modify the promotion if
circumstances require, without having to justify the decision and without being liable as a result,
but which does not undermine the rights acquired by the participants. In accordance with the
provisions of these rules, NED Training Centre reserves the right to disqualify from the
competition for just cause any participant who does not comply with these legal bases, current
regulations or actions that may be considered fraudulent.

Acceptance of rules

Participation in this promotion implies full acceptance of all provisions contained in this baseline
document, as well as submission to NED Training Centre at the discretion of the resolution of
any questions raised in this regard and the interpretative decisions of this document.

NED Training Centre Team

40 Dominick Street Lower, Dublin 1, Co. Dublin, Republic of Ireland.

Best of Luck!
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